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03 - On beat bass drum variations 

Introduction 
These exercises are to help you get used to playing the bass drum in all the 
different combinations of on-beat positions available.  

The basic beat 
To start with I will refer you back to the basic rock beat at the beginning of 
every lesson so that you can use it as a warm up. Each time you start to 
practise you will probably find that you need to do a warm up to get 
yourself back to the level you got to when you last finished up. More 
frequent practise will reduce this happening. Only when you feel 
comfortable with the basic beat should you move on. 
 

 
 

Single beat bass drum variations 
We start with the easiest variations. These may seem, at first glance, to be 
easier than the basic beat, though with some you will find that this isn’t 
always the case. It certainly is easier when you don’t play the hi-hat foot, 
but when playing with the left foot it can be a little confusing, to start with, 
to learn the new combinations. This is because the basic beat is what I like 
to call a “symmetrical” beat, in other words the rhythm is repeated within 
the bar, and these single beat bass drum variations are “asymmetrical” and 
you have to drop a beat that you have become used to playing.  
 
Please be warned that these are only exercises and some may sound odd, 
though others you may have heard before. Don’t forget that we are keeping 
everything the same and we are only changing the snare part. To start with 
try learning the beats without the left foot (in other words with the hi-hat 
closed) and then add it once you are confident with the rhythm. 
 

Rhythms 01 and 02 are similar to the basic 
beat but with one of the snare beats 
removed. You will find it surprisingly 
difficult not to play the other beat. 
Strangely it also makes it harder to play 
both hi-hat foot beats. The key here is to 
take it slowly at about half the speed you 
normally play so that your brain can have 
time to process the complex co-ordination 
that it is being asked to do. Once you have 
worked it out you can speed it up until you 
can play it at normal speed. 

 
 

  |1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|o-------o-------| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

01|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|o---------------| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 
02|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|--------o-------| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 
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Rhythms 03 and 04 are completely 
different because the bass drum beat falls 
on the same beat as the snare beat and the 
hi-hat foot beat. This means that 
sometimes all four limbs will come down at 
the same time. It is for this reason that I 
teach students to play the hi-hat and bass 
drum pedals from the heel and not to play 
with the ball of the toes. If you play with 
the ball of toes, with your heels off the 
pedal, when you have to play both pedals 
at the same time it can unbalance you and 
having the heels down means that you are 
stable at all times. These two beats are 
only really exercises but playing the bass 
drum on the 2 and 4 is a common theme in 
reggae. 

Two beat variations 
Here we combine two on-beat bass drum beats together to create six 
variations. Most of these are again just exercises, though you might 
recognise rhythm 05 as the basic rock beat (included for continuity!) and 
rhythm 06 where the bass beats fit the classic reggae and dub style. 
Otherwise known as the “one-drop” this rhythm is so named because the 
first beat is dropped to put the emphasis on the “back beat” with the bass 
and snare both playing on the 2 and 4. There are many variations to the 
reggae beat and this is just one example.  
 

  

01|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|o---o-----------| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 
02|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|--------o---o---| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 
03|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|----o---o-------| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 

04|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|o-----------o---| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 
05|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|o-------o-------| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 
06|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|----o-------o---| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 

03|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|----o-----------| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 
04|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|------------o---| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 
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Three beat variations 
These exercises are good for working the brain and breaking down reliance 
and relationships between limbs. The interesting thing about these rhythms 
is that they are almost four beat bass beats, sometimes called “four to the 
floor”. Because of this you may find that rather than missing beats when 
you try to play them, as you may have done up to now, you may find that 
you have a tendency to play the missing beat when it isn’t there. 
Concentrate on the beats that you should play and not the beats that you 
shouldn’t. 

 

  
 

All four beats 
This is an absolutely classic rock beat and creates a greater sense of drive 
than the basic beat. Along with the basic beat these are the most common 
beats in rock and pop music. It is also the mainstay of a large amount of 
dance music, particularly techno and house. 
 

 
 
 

01|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|o---o---o-------| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 
02|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|o---o-------o---| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 

03|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|o-------o---o---| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 
04|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|----o---o---o---| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 

01|1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|o---o---o---o---| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 

 


